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Practice Paper

Components contributing to Development in the field of Improvisation:
Artistic Piano Interpretation of Lean On
Sunny Choi
New York University
ABSTRACT
The advancement and accessibility to technology has made it easier than ever to create music,
utilizing new effects, texture, timbre that musicians were once not able to physically produce by
solely relying on musical instruments. In response to this phenomenon, the rapidly changing
music technology brings new opportunities to shape music education through popular music.
Besides learning music in schools, young people today are also constantly exposed to
considerable amount of popular music outside of schools. Consequently, the use of multimedial
approaches in music education also introduces new challenges and benefits. This paper utilizes
popular music as a medium to explore the field of improvisation to foster a better understanding
of music for young students in today’s rapidly changing society.
Lean On, is a song from an American artist group named Major Lazer that introduced sounds
from mixed genre of electronic, house and dance music. The song broke groundbreaking records
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since its release in 2015, including Spotify’s most streamed song of all time, while it is also one
2
of most watched videos on YouTube, reaching nearly 2 billion views. Change of
instrumentation, embellishment, and other contributing components that make up my
improvisation performance of Lean On are actively explored in my practice-based research. In
addition to exploring the contributing elements - Sound, Harmony, Melody, and Rhythm - that
help define Growth (providing categories to discuss aspects of the composition) (LaRue, 2011),
the findings from this paper indicate that the analysis of my performance particularly involved
exploring the property of timbre in depth. In conclusion, this practice paper seeks to offer an
experiential approach to exploring piano improvisation for young students in school today.
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INTRODUCTION
A piece of music can undergo substantial surface alteration, and yet be recognized as the same
piece, suggesting that the mental representation of music is governed by a system of abstract
structural principles (Bharucha & Krumhansl, 1983). For instance, variation technique is widely
used in western European classical music that explores a series of altered forms of the main
theme as one collective musical piece. In a similar fashion, the constant rise of popular music has
created a new musical phenomenon that calls for its own identity. Though not considered as a
formal technique, ‘piano covers’, a commonly referred term utilized on online video sharing
platform such as YouTube contains massive number of videos of people that share their unique
arrangement of popular music as solo piano performances. These piano covers are played by
people that possess varying degree of piano skills; some may be classically trained, and some
may simply be amateur musicians that enjoy exploring their favorite tunes on piano. Just as there
is no one way to listen for all music everywhere, different musical products present different
dimensions and combinations of musical dimensions to listen for (Silverman et al., 2014).
Among thousands of these shared videos, it is often observed that these individuals in the videos
do not use any sheet music as a visual cue. In other words, they are sharing their unique
interpretation of what they hear “by ear” - a major feature in the field of improvisation. It is said
by McPherson (1997) that performing rehearsed music is most influenced by length of study and
ability to sight read, whereas the ability to improvise is mostly influenced by the ability to play
by ear. The study also found that playing music by ear seemed to exert a positive influence on
the ability to sight read (McPherson, 1995). Improvisation, is not simply a technical skill or a
collective musical knowledge, but a pathway with infinite number of directions that allow
musically curious individuals to explore and experiment their aural sensory while trusting their
intuition in action. Improvisation, as defined by Pressing (1988), is a system of expertise, relating
to standard expertise theory with its emphasis on deliberate practice and development of
domain-specific skills. Nachmanovitch (1990) further states that an improviser is who leaves the
tricks behind, and go out on a limb and take risks, as improvisation is a way to discover the muse
and learn to respond to a call.
APPROACH
Since 2008, the abundance of popular music tapped my curiosity to start exploring
hundreds of songs from various genres using piano. ‘Active listening’, a specific approach of ear
training I practice involves engaging in aurally dissecting and manipulating musical layers that
carry distinct timbre quality. Based on active listening, a musical transformation results from a
popular music tune as solo piano improvisation performances that captures the essence of the
“fullness” - a textural quality - that the original song carries.
The video performance of Lean On (Pentz et al., 2014) had already been recorded prior to
it being utilized as a source for my research topic. It was an ideal material to work with as it
allowed the opportunity to analyze my own progress of improvisation in depth. The video of my
improvisation performance of Lean On can be found under the YouTube channel link
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnvxfgUJZzM), in addition to the complete notation of the
performance (appendix A). Prior to beginning the improvisation phase on piano, I began by
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learning the lyrics (appendix B) to understand what the song was about. In order to become
familiarized with the melody note-wise as well as rhythm-wise, I sang along with the song while
keeping the main sentimental emotion in mind. Individual instrumentation sounds that were
distinguishable in terms of rhythm and timbre were recognized and imitated on piano, as there
typically exists multiple instrumentations that combine to become one collective song in popular
music. I had three hours of time to utilize a recording space to come up with the “final” version
of Lean On as my unique improvisation performance. While the performance or any specific
musical ideas were not explored nor practiced prior to the recording session, the final video
version captured the take that contained least number of disruptive pauses. For the purpose of
this particular research, I re-recorded the performance by utilizing Logic Pro X, a digital audio
workstation software, and the notation was generated from the MIDI recording. In addition, I
also notated certain sections from the performance using Finale, a music notation software, in
order to compare the notation analysis that was generated by technology (Logic Pro X) and
through technology (Finale). Lastly, the reflective style analysis approach established by LaRue
was implemented in discussing the practice below.
AIM
The main question that this practice paper addresses is:
How might pianists express timbral changes from popular music recordings through the piano?
DISCUSSION OF PRACTICE
Analysis of the sound
The reverberation effect, commonly found in popular music is used in order to achieve a
“sonically created spatiality” (Björnberg, 2005). Since the use of this special sound effect is
served as one of popular music’s main sound characteristics, it was crucial for me to recognize
and represent the effect in my artistic piano interpretation of Lean On. In order to best capture
the effect of reverberation, careful control over the use of the sustain pedal was a basic technical
requirement. In sections where sustain pedal was being used, the main purpose was to re-create a
sense of “fullness” of sound. The absence of the sustain pedal was intentional in order to
emphasize the punctual articulations that were present in the rhythm section. In comparison to a
story from a book that unfolds with time, the song also unfolded sonically that created a sense of
development. The transitions - marked as the end of phrase before approaching a new section of
the song - was marked by establishing a clean articulation. Dynamically, it is uncommon to come
across popular music where the volume grows as the song unfolds. Rather than an increase in
volume, it is more accurate to state that the sound thickens as the song unfolds with time, causing
a series of shift in timbre. Upon reviewing the notation of my artistic piano interpretation of Lean
On, it was also visibly evident that more notes were played with larger intervals in the chorus
section, where the main message from the song was being repeated several times represented by
its unchanging words.
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Figure 1. Structure analysis of Lean On
The chorus carries the main message of the song. Verse 1 and verse 2 tell stories that are more narrative in
comparison to the unchanging words in the chorus.
Interlude is represented as a form of afterthought behind the message of the song.

Analysis of the melody
In the process my improvisation performance, one of the most important things to keep in mind
was to clearly define the melody not just note-wise but also rhythm-wise in my playing. The act
of improvisation can often lead to an act of “jamming,” where the harmonic chord structure
carries more significance than bringing out the melody itself. Furthermore, it was also important
to avoid re-creating the sound of the melody that had a “karaoke-like” sound effect, which occurs
when the melody is exaggerated by overtly separating the physical distance of where the melody
notes reside from any other instrumentation sounds. A strategic way of blending the melody with
other sounds was to fabricate the repeating melody note by doubling one of the notes in an
octave form instead of simply repeating the melody with a single note (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Fabrication of the melody
Consecutively positioned identical notes that are played as a single note melody can create a harsh,
irritating sound effect when played on piano. Fabrication of the melody involves doubling one of the same
melody notes by doubling the note as an octave form. This approach prevents from creating a
monophonic melody line. The fabricated notes are indicated with an asterisk as shown above.

The tempo of the song also influenced the way melody was played. The tempo of Lean On was
approximately calculated at ♩= 100. The degree of depth of subdivision of the performance was
determined based on the smallest note value that appeared in the original song, which was a
sixteenth note. When the note value of the melody was larger than the sixteenth note (e.g. eighth
note), the notes that belonged to the appropriate chord were played in a broken chord form that
acted as “fillers” to accommodate the melody that carried the eighth note value.

Figure 3. Filling in the melody gap
The melody notes are marked as M, and the filler notes are indicated with an asterisk as shown.

Analysis of the harmony
There are three chords that establish the harmonic structure of Lean On: Eb major, F major, and
G minor. An “anchor note”, D, helped to create a drone effect that established a sense of
groundedness between the chords (see Figure 4). While the anchor note can be considered as an
additive, it helped to create an overall inclusive sensation as one harmonic structure flowed to the
next. Additionally, the key signature of Lean On is in G minor, yet the tonic (G) feels more like a
destination rather than a point of resolution, as each phrase at the end of the chord progression
ends in G minor throughout the entire song. It is also said by Bharucha and Krumhansl (1983)
that the theoretic analysis of music into abstract chord functions suggests the possibility that
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listeners have an internal representation of these chord functions, which may be activated not
only by direct sounding of these chords, but also by certain melodic patterns.

Figure 4. Anchor note
The anchor note (D) acts as a tie from one chord to the next.
Also, the anchor note carries the chord progression as one collective group while ensuring each chord to
arrive at the destination chord, G minor.

Analysis of the rhythm
According to LaRue (2011), articulation is served as an indicator or symptom of change, and that
the chief requirement for evaluating articulation is a comprehensive awareness of its complexity.
Recognizing the principal rhythmic pattern in Lean On was one of the key factors that
contributed towards re-creating the excitement contained in the original song. The key rhythmic
pattern was visibly evident from reviewing the notation. Additionally, the precise articulation
also helped with aurally defining the principal rhythm.

Figure 5. Defining the principal rhythmic pattern
No sustain pedal was used in certain sections of the performance in order to accentuate the principal
rhythm pattern.

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION
While the term “growth” can be affiliated with the concept of increase, it was often about
achieving the textural balance where no single instrumentation was over-dominating the sound.
For instance, verse 1 was mostly played with full chords in the left hand without the use of any
sustain pedal, while verse 2 was played with the root of each chord as the bass with the use of
sustain pedal.
Bharucha (1984) mentions that musically naïve listeners are constantly exposed in
everyday life to the regularities underlying the music of their culture, which enables them to
acquire implicit knowledge of them. Exploring improvisation through popular music is a
wonderful approach as young students are exposed to it outside of their music classes in school
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on a daily basis. According to Campbell’s (2014) perspective on diverse and shared music
practices, oral transmission is the teacher’s active role in transmitting the music on the
instrument, while aural transmission is the student’s hearing and receive of the music. Both these
actions are in play in many cultures, and teaching music through a democratic approach, where
students have more creative control over the exploration of musical elements could perhaps
guide students in developing a deeper understanding of music.
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APPENDIX A:
Artistic piano interpretation of Lean On (Complete notation: XML format)
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APPENDIX B: Lyrics
Lean On - Major Lazer & DJ Snake
(feat. MØ)

VERSE 1:
Do you recall, not long ago
We would walk on the sidewalk
Innocent, remember?
All we did was care for each other
But the night was warm
We were bold and young
All around the wind blows
We would only hold on to let go
[Chorus 2x:]
Blow a kiss, fire a gun
We need someone to lean on
Blow a kiss, fire a gun
All we need is somebody to lean on
INTERLUDE:
(Eeh ooh, eeh ooh, eeh ooh, eeh ooh) [4x]

VERSE 2:
What will we do when we get old?
Will we walk down the same road?
Will you be there by my side?
Standing strong as the waves roll over
When the nights are long
Longing for you to come home
All around the wind blows
We would only hold on to let go
[Chorus 2x:]
Blow a kiss, fire a gun
We need someone to lean on
Blow a kiss, fire a gun
All we need is somebody to lean on
INTERLUDE:
(Eeh ooh, eeh ooh, eeh ooh, eeh ooh) [2x]
All we need is somebody to lean on
(Eeh ooh, eeh ooh, eeh ooh, eeh ooh) [2x]
All we need is somebody to lean on
Lean on, lean on, lean on, lean on...
CODA
ENDING
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